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➢ The majority (97%) of Borrell SMB panelists surveyed are satisfied with their 

experience, and nearly all participated in surveys over the past year. (Slide 3)

➢ Having the opportunity to share opinions and give feedback is the top motivator for 

taking panel surveys, followed by the possibility of winning gift cards and generating 

new thoughts/future strategies for members’ businesses.  (Slide 3)

➢ The topic that interests the most panelists at some level is loyalty programs. But, 

methods for calculating ROI was most often selected as the topic of MOST interest 

(by a small margin). Determining ROI was also ranked as the most important 

marketing problem to be solved. (Slide 4 & 9)

➢ About 4 in 10 have strong interest and 5 in 10 moderate interest in both free access 

to white papers/third party reports and having more trivia type surveys. (Slide 5) 

➢ Panelists are more likely to rely on people within their industry and specific trade 

publications for relevant marketing information vs. more general sources. But 

currently, the majority say they are getting very little or only some marketing 

information that is relevant to their business. (Slide 6) 

➢ Receiving industry specific marketing insights had the highest appeal to panelists 

surveyed (70% Very Interested). Insights into target customers and local geographic 

data attained high interest as well. (Slide 7)

➢ To panelists, “relevant marketing information” means marketing strategies and best 

practices specific to their industry, and insights about consumer behavior and media 

consumption. (Slides 7,  and full set of responses on Slides 11-15)

➢ 81% have a medium or high need for relevant marketing insights. Email newsletters 

is the most preferred way to get marketing information. (Slide 8)

Highlights

December 2021 Panel Survey

2

Thank you for your continued participation. Your input and 
suggestions will help us be relevant and useful to you in 2022! 
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OVERALL SATISFACTION / KEY MOTIVATORS

Q. How satisfied are you as a member of the Borrell SMB 
Panel? 

Source: Dec 2021 Borrell SMB Panel Survey, n=200 3

The majority of Borrell SMB panelists surveyed are satisfied with the experience, and nearly 
all participated in surveys over the past year.

0% 3%

49% 48%

Not at all
satisfied

Not very
satisfied

Somewhat
satisfied

Very
satisfied

Q. Have you taken a Borrell SMB Panel survey in the 
past year?

Yes
95%

No, 1%

Can't 
remember

4%

Q. Which of the following are reasons why you take Borrell SMB Panel surveys? Select all that apply

68%

61%

55%

41%

3%

I like providing my opinion and feedback

The chance to win gift cards

Taking surveys about these topics gives me ideas

Exclusive access to the results summaries

Other (please specify)

Having the opportunity to share opinions and give feedback is the top motivator for taking 
panel surveys, followed by the possibility of winning gift cards and generating new  

thoughts/future strategies for members’ businesses.  

“They make me think of how I am running 
my business and the direction I'm going in. 
Do I continue as is? Do I adjust? ”

“I learn from other panel members.”

We asked panelists the same 
question in Jan 2017 and Nov 2018. 
Satisfaction has remained steady.
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2022 TOPICS OF INTEREST

Q. Which of the following topics do you think the panel should explore in 2022? Select all that apply. 
Please choose the topic you’re MOST INTERESTED in. Select only one

All events 
cancelled

56%

47%

46%

44%

41%

39%

36%

33%

22%

20%

3%

16%

14%

17%

15%

6%

8%

9%

8%

5%

3%

Loyalty/ customer retention/ engagement
programs

Advertising technologies

Methods for calculating return on investment

Lead generating activities to get new business

Creative uses of promotional products

Role of mobile marketing

Online video strategies

Strategies for setting marketing budgets

Use of freelancers/ agencies

Co-op Advertising tactics

Other (please specify)

Loyalty programs interest the most panelists at some level, but methods for calculating ROI 
was most often selected as the topic of MOST interest (by a small margin).

Source: Dec 2021 Borrell SMB Panel Survey, n=200

Specific Mentions

“Expanding use of digital ordering at customer tables”

“Methods for expanding a business with additional services”

“More communications topics, like writing, designing, etc. “

“Research on Media Mix of Traditional & Digital Media combined.”

“Social Media Advertising ROI”

“Still being affected by Covid and price increases”

MOST Interest Any Interest

In Nov 2018 we showed 
panelists the same list. At 

that time, ROI ranked #1.  In 
2017, lead gen was #1 by a 

large margin. 

The interest in mobile 
marketing seems to have 

waned (it was at 61% for any 
interest in 2018).
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PANEL SUGGESTIONS/INTEREST

Q. Please let us know your level of interest in each of the following ideas listed below.

5

About 4 in 10 have strong interest and 5 in 10 moderate interest in both free access to white 
papers/third party reports and having more trivia type surveys.

Source: Dec 2021 Borrell SMB Panel Survey, n=200

Having free access to white papers and 
reports produced by third parties

9%

51%
41%

No interest Maybe Definitely

Surveys with a trivia type format, structuring 
questions around marketing facts and tidbits 

found online and providing you those sources at 
the end of each trivia-style survey 

10%

53%

38%

No interest Maybe Definitely

Q. Please let us know any other suggestions you have for the Borrell SMB Panel. (Optional)

Other feedback we received from panelists included specific topics suggested for 
exploration, survey length and communication recommendations.

Sample of General Panel Suggestions / Feedback 

I'm most interested in social and online marketing topics. 

Discussing the future of marketing in broadcast, digital and streaming.  Marketing strategies for 
small & medium business. 

I would be interested in being more involved with the panel as you mentioned. I would also like to 
be notified when the results of surveys are published for the participants to access. 

I enjoyed the webinar that was 'hosted' by my local newspaper, that introduced me to your group. 
I've also enjoyed the opportunity to participate in these brief surveys. I would like to see more of 
the actual comments and feedback left by people though, not just stats.

I could use more follow-up with the Panel after taking a survey-- helpful reminders that survey 
results are in and posted are always welcome! 

Keeping the overall time-to-complete under 15 minutes per survey is MUCH appreciated

It's been good and educational so far. Although sometimes a little too high tech for our company. 

At this point I'm interested in the majority of what was shared, along with how things have been 
changing so quickly in advertising options and the best places to be for our ROI.

Looking back, more panelists were interested in 
white papers (59% “definitely”) in Jan 2017.
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65%

59%

48%

47%

17%

11%

8%

8%

Colleagues/peers in your industry

Trade/industry association publications

General marketing publications

Vendor information, data sheets

Government associations (city, county, state
resources)

University/continuing education resources

I don’t have any sources of relevant marketing 
information 

Other (please specify)

Other mentions: 
“Asking our clients.” “Clients”
“Elite Practice and Patient News.”
“Experts in the field.”
“Franchise.”
“Harvard Business Review.”
“I actually learn a lot from your survey results.” 
“Online research primarily.”
“Webinars, other surveys with follow-up data, our 
agency.”
“Online email notifications.”
“Trade seminars.”      

SOURCES OF RELEVANT MARKETING INFO

6Source: Dec 2021 Borrell SMB Panel Survey, n=200

Q. Currently, what are your key sources of relevant marketing information? Select all that apply.

Panelists are more likely to rely on people within their industry and specific trade 
publications for relevant marketing information vs more general sources. 

Q. About how much of the marketing information your business receives is relevant to your business?

1%

28%

64%

8%

None of it Very little of it Some of it Most of it

But many find the information they receive to be lacking in relevancy to their business.
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DEFINITION OF RELEVANT INFO

7Source: Dec 2021 Borrell SMB Panel Survey, n=200

Q. How interested would you be in receiving a regular publication that included marketing insights specific to your…

Nine in ten panelists surveyed were interested in marketing insights about their target 
customers or specific to their industry. 86% were interested in insights about their 

geographic area.

4%
11%

38%

48%

2% 4%

31%

64%

3% 4%

24%

70%

Not at all interested Not very interested Somewhat interested Very interested

geographic market(s) target customers business category/industry

Q. And how would you describe “relevant marketing information”? What does that mean to your business? Please provide 
an example if you can think of one. (Coded Open-Ends, n=183)

To be relevant, many panelists believe information must be industry/business specific. Find 
the full response set to this question at the back of this document.

5%

7%

7%

7%

9%

10%

11%

16%

28%

Help in planning

Ways to increase ROI

Similar businesses' success stories

Internet/social media marketing

Actionable info

Insightful data

Audience/consumer data

Ways to differentiate/promote
business

Industry/business specific

“Hearing what other similar 
organizations are doing in regards to 
marketing is always helpful. Receiving 
information and survey data related 
to our target demographics are also 
helpful.”

“Focused data on my industry 
(automotive) showing trends and 
successful strategies deployed by others.”
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Other mentions: 
“Consultation with vendor reps.” “Podcasts.”
“I'd like an expert in the field to take over this area for me 
and just take my money and make me rich(er), by getting 
my presence online promoted.”
“Listening [to] (or overhearing) my customers.”
“Roundtable group.” “Trusted colleagues.” 
“Things my marketing manager finds.”
“Website where data can be sorted and filtered”

RELEVANT INFO WANTS/NEEDS

Source: Dec 2021 Borrell SMB Panel Survey, n=200

81% have a medium or high need for relevant marketing insights 

Q. Which of the following best describe your business’ need for relevant marketing information? (select only one)

Q. How do you prefer to get your marketing information? Select all that apply.

Email newsletters are the most preferred way to get marketing information.

20%

58%

23%

Low –
we don’t need much 

Medium –
we need some 

High –
we need a lot 

66%

46%

43%

43%

41%

32%

24%

16%

6%

Email newsletters

Searching online on specific topics

Webinars

Word of mouth / conversations

Printed publications

Online videos

Conferences

Educational instruction

Other (please specify)
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KEY MARKETING PROBLEMS

Q. Please rate the importance to you of solving these marketing problems
[Not at all important, Not very Important, Somewhat Important, Very Important]

9

All marketing problems listed were given high importance ratings; determining ROI rose to 
the top of the list and figuring out the right amount of ad spending was somewhat lower.

Source: Dec 2021 Borrell SMB Panel Survey, n=200

40%

36%

33%

35%

36%

46%

49%

53%

54%

55%

85%

85%

86%

89%

90%

Determining how much to spend

Deciding what types of media to buy

Having enough money to spend

Coming up with creative campaigns

Determining ROI

Somewhat important Very important Top 2 Box

Q. And how would you describe “relevant marketing information”? What does that mean to your business? 
Please provide an example if you can think of one. (Coded Open-Ends, n=183)

Challenges panelists would like information on include many of these same topics. 

“How are various advertising channels working? What 
benchmarks are being used?  What emerging trends are 
there in consumer shopping behavior? How are the 'old' 
channels holding up in terms of ROI and effectiveness.”

“information about what style of marketing is 
successful in our style of business.  Information 
on how to target our potential client “

“Help me make informed decisions about 
how/when/where to market. I like hearing about 
promotions, etc that have worked for other businesses, 
that I might be able to adapt to work for me, too.”

“Information that teaches, enhances, explains 
existing/new technologies, services, abilities to 
grow/enhance our knowledge and marketing 
abilities”

“We are interested in brand marketing 
information and that seems hard to find - most 
everything is focused on generating leads. “

“I struggle with how to use digital marketing with fb 
changing algorithms. How to stay ahead to get msg out 
to more "fans".”
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#

Retail Trade 36

Healthcare & Social Assistance 24

Services – Other 22

Info, Media or Adv Companies 21

Services – Prof & Business 19

Arts, Entertainment, Recreation 15

Construction / Contracting 12

Services – Educational 10

Orgs: Religious, Civil, Prof, Etc. 7

Real Estate, Rental or Leasing 7

Restaurants & Food / Bev Svc. 6

Other 21

Top Industries of Respondents

SURVEY PERIOD: 12/16/21 - 01/03/22 

200 Completed Surveys

Device Used
%

Mobile/Tablet 25%

Desktop 75%

SURVEY STATS 

Marketing Expertise
%

Novice 46%

Mid-Level 21%

Master 34%

9

5 Minutes
Median time to complete survey

%

South 31%

Midwest 28%

West 25%

Northeast 13%

Location of Respondents
(darker bubble indicates more responses from that area)

Census Region 
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1 Updated trends on how folks are researching and buying online.

2 Info that applies specifically to middle to upper-class St. Louis residents

3 Trends on spending

4 Local data, media usage, shifts in technology

5
Hearing what other similar organizations are doing in regards to marketing is always helpful. Receiving 
information and survey data related to our target demographics are also helpful.

6
what places people are looking, how they look, when ( how soon they expect services complete), why are 
looking ( specific issue/need vs want) and what words are they using to look

7 New adults in the area to attract as new patients 

8 Demographics, industry standards for marketing engagement, how to build organic growth 

9
Survey results revealing who is watching/listening to what and trends in linear, CTV, and streaming. Preferably 
localized or at least regionalized.

10

Customer behavior and attitudes when receiving  advertising at all levels of communication.  When they are on 
Social media, television, watching movies, attending cultural and sporting events.  There are forms of 
advertising everywhere, when does the consumer become burned out? When is it too much and the consumer 
scrolls on by, fast forwards, or simply just ignores the ads?  This kind of information needs to be considered to 
avoid overloading consumers.

11 Demographic data

12 Population, demo, all aspects of defining customers habits and living choices 

13 Marketing that is targeted toward a specific audience.

14 Understanding what a customer needs and what you can do to meet that need

15 Information on demographics of the community. 

16 Information that is of interest to our demographics and helps us to grow new interest to us. 

17
The best marketing information comes from the customers. What are their concerns, problems, issues? How do 
they learn about something new? If a customer that is representative of our market tells us "this is what is 
driving us nuts", that is relevant marketing info.

18
Understanding engagement triggers, understanding which platforms perform better with what industry, and 
what type of consumer uses and engages with which platform.

19
Good marketing practices starts with a knowledge of your customer, that knowledge gives you unique insights 
into what they want and how to satisfy them better than the competition. 

20 Our target market is high school students, what is best/current why to reach them.

21 keeping up with trends and new media as well as adapting to changes in current media

22
I believe changes in Consumer Behavior and Media Consumption are especially relevant, e.g. changes since 
COVID.

23 accurate demographics to compare marketing choices

24 Something that would make one want to implement today

25 Affordable, specific methods that can be done with existing staff 

26
I have people contacting me for services that we would never use due to location.  We are at the furthest south 
you can go in New Jersey, but I have people from New York contacting me about advertising in the NY metro 
area.  Totally useless to me.

27 Things that help us increase awareness and opportunities for our sales team.

28 something that is actionable

29 Information that gives meaningful action items.  

30
Actionable information. Information that can be used to create marketing ideas that are trackable as far as 
results.

31
We are a small business and we struggle to get information that makes sense for us and our size/budget, most 
information is for larger businesses that are completely out of our price range.

32 Info that my business can actually use

33 Useful services

Q. And how would you describe “relevant marketing information”? What does that mean to your business? Please 
provide an example if you can think of one. (Coded Open-Ends, n=183)
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34 what actually works

35 Something current or new that can be implemented now.

36 The material I can use for my market.

37 need it broken down to midwest vice the coast 

38
I'm a solo practitioner working for a small non-profit. The ideas/info I need are for small teams with small 
budgets. 

39 information that is truly impactful

40 Helps give us guideline for our marketing plan

41 Information that I could use in the coming few months/years.

42 expanding market out of our geographic boundaries

43 Relevant to my specific business  Marketing information based on COVID findings for the outlook  for the future

44 How do I do it

45 Step by step - hands on examples 

46 How to market for clients when we have little to no marketing budget.

47
Trying to move customers to our lower cost option of picking up meals thru online system. It is not working.it is 
hard to break a bad habit even expensively so.

48 Tactics available to organizations on a limited budget. 

49 Successful strategies for finding leads on the internet

50
To me, "relevant marketing information" of value to small businesses like mine are articles explaining the use 
and reach of free or low cost campaigns, like those available through social media platforms.

51
How to get my videos on line.  How to use my youtube channel I have already set up.  How to create a stream of 
income without seeing clients. This would be relative to my needs

52 Mobile methods and trends Alternate marketing vehicles

53 how social media fits into picture

54
We area bar. Very hard to find target advertising format that works when nobody listen to radio, don't watch tv, 
don't read paper print all that is left is some level of digital. 

55 Ideas we can use in our marketing. Example: techniques for SEO.

56 metrics on our digital ads.

57 Website analysis helps us track our client interests.

58 Learning more about how to reach clients via the internet and using the new technology that is available. 

59
I struggle with how to use digital marketing with fb changing algorthyms. How to stay ahead to get msg out to 
more "fans".

60 statistics on clicks, engagement after click and response times

61 issues affecting small IT businesses and how to expand client base

62 Marketing information related to nonprofit fundraising and brand awareness

63
Information that teaches, enhances, explains existing/new technologies, services, abilities to grow/enhance our 
knowledge and marketing abilities

64
I have a used bookstore. That in itself is marketing. It tends to sell itself. Used bookstores are a destination. I 
want to find ways to be creative and different from the usual bookstore thinking.

65 Putting my business name in places that get people to call my business or cross my threshold.

66 How to market our local private school to our community

67 our average customer has a net worth of about 10 million, so i'm always looking for ways to reach that market.

68 INFORMATION THAT'LL KEEP US OUT FRONT 

69 strategies to get fans/customers to engage

70 Information on new technologies and ways to reach customers. 

Q. And how would you describe “relevant marketing information”? What does that mean to your business? Please 
provide an example if you can think of one. (Coded Open-Ends, n=183)
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71 We are a very local business so I'm looking for targeted ways to attract our specific customers.

72 New creative ways to promote sponsor programs would be very relevant. 

73 Discussion of options for marketing methods to help bring our program to our prospective clients.

74 Leads for potential candidates to purchase franchise.

75 Ways to engage and retain customers

76 Information on how best to advertise to increase revenue

77 Tips and ideas of places to market, and how to get more business.  

78 Ideas to bring that consumer into my place of business and purchase.

79 New lead sources that worked.

80

I receive no less than 10, and up to 20  emails daily, from freelancers, other firms, and agencies, all pitching me 
on using their services. I can often glean information on an area of digital use for clients from the overtone of 
what the emails refer to in their offered services. This can be a new area of profit-generating methods for 
current clients, as well as ways to capture new clients. I then do further research from there.

81 Information that directly impacts our ability to effectively target our market's consumer profile.

82
We need information which helps with brand discovery.  We are still not well known even in our local 
community.

83 New ventures to advertise and get people into the store

84
locally-targeted marketing information is best for our organization and way to further engagement/relationship 
building

85 data about delivering our message to our audience

86
Marketing across is the age gap. We're an old company with an old clientele that needs to reach younger 
clientele as well as an older clientele

87
It would be information specifically targeted for reaching my customer base. Can't think of a specific example, 
sorry!

88 business generating. leads

89 Ways to market to my target audience which is very specific.

90
We are interested in brand marketing information and that seems hard to find - most everything is focused on 
generating leads.

91 Information leading to customer acquisition

92 Relevant includes data summaries, trend insights, and strategy guidance. 

93 We review data from our ad agency as well as the tier 2 agency

94 media infor provide direction to consider going forward

95 Many things. Rural and seasonal location similarities are a plus.  Many statistics are based on big city numbers.

96 demographics 

97 New trends

98 Current effective trends.

99 Information that can actually be used as a tactic for our business. 

100 news that is current

101 Relevant marking information provides intelligence so we stay on top of current, changing and new strategies. 

102 Options for marketing

103
Keeping up with changes in the technologies... Organized data on the specific platforms / vehicles that we use 
most.

104 comparative data in our market segment

105 Emerging trends and technologies, changing requirements for existing placements

Q. And how would you describe “relevant marketing information”? What does that mean to your business? Please 
provide an example if you can think of one. (Coded Open-Ends, n=183)
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106 As a realtor I need to have current statistics of properties sold, available and pending.  

107 Industry Trends

108 I do a radio show weekly, so that is what we think is relevant for our company

109
What's working for others, what ways and mediums prospective clients are being reached and which of those 
they engage with most. 

110 case studies that show how methods work

111
Relevant marketing information is anything that speaks to building relationships in a small market where each 
sale is huge and relationships last a long time

112
I am the only one doing the marketing here at our company and it is hard for me to know what way to go so 
seeing the results of the surveys I feel like I can see how others are being successful. 

113 what is working in actually reaching real people.

114
How are other nonprofits raising funds,what kind of events are they doing. I.e., we had a dog /owner event that 
was a first for the area. Brought in new people to learn about our services 

115 email updates regarding best practices

116 Successful campaigns within my industry category

117
really anything that can help me make informed decisions about how/when/where to market. I like hearing 
about promotions, etc that have worked for other businesses, that I might be able to adapt to work for me, too.

118 Marketing information from like industries and how it has worked for them

119 useful strategies or viable things that actually would work at reasonable cost or outlet

120 Example customer acq/ret. strategies for verticals we target.

121 Specific to sign manufacturing

122 Information that I get from peers and reps that pertains to my business.

123 Industry 

124 Information relevant to our business type.

125 often the information I have to work with is too broad in our industry making it hard to use. 

126 Targeted audience participation. Attracting visitors to a region of Colorado.

127 Focused data on my industry (automotive) showing trends and successful strategies deployed by others.

128 Not sure if you mean ads we receive, or not, so that is what I am going with.  Anything dental/dentistry related

129 Trends in pet care, socioeconomic demographics 

130 Independent retail furniture store. 

131 Marketing tied to our organization receiving more funding.

132 what will work best for my business

133
Statistical data for my local business industry.  An example might be the increase or decrease in sales volume.  
Measured in property sales as well as dollars per square foot data.

134 Information specific to my industry that directly leads to increased leads and sales. 

135 As it applies to our specific industry

136 information from vendors that specialize in my product's industry.

137 Marketing to vendor managers and airline managers. 

138 Stuff that pertains to my business

139 Marketing for my line of business

140 Available local resources and information about my type of business.

141 Things that would apply to recruiting people to do research studies

142 we're a university, so anything related to other competing universities either in our area or online

143 related to the pool and spa industry.

144
We're in specialty retail. Marketing information for small to mid-size localized businesses is what we're 
specifically interested in. 

145 Market trends for real estate in various areas, and resale prices for farm equipment

Q. And how would you describe “relevant marketing information”? What does that mean to your business? Please 
provide an example if you can think of one. (Coded Open-Ends, n=183)
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146 information related to professional services; B2B model

147 Local results in my state or city. Actual results stats of industry peers.

148 Seasonal buying 

149 I'm a local business that doesn't ship out of my immediate area, so I only need to do things locally.

150 Market trends, threats and opportunities

151 Our business is seasonal.  I like advertisement that relates to off seasons times. 

152 industry specific details

153 Specific to our industry

154 Specifically geared to my profession

155 Relevant to presenting IT consulting services to the SMB spectrum of potential clients

156 Information specific to our type of business.

157
Our business is a niche market, so we don't fall under the traditional plans.  We do custom nmanufacturing and 
sell retail to residenatial and commerical custoemrs.

158
As a photo organizer, I would like to understand how to market my business, and not have it be confused with 
photography

159 Applies to my specific area of business 

160 compliance in bank marketing

161
information about what style of marketing is successful in our style of business.  Information on how to target 
our potential client 

162
Relevant means applicable to my business.  We sell phone systems-marketing on phone systems is relevant.  
Mitel updates on added services to their phone systems.

163 i provide private health care

164 We're in the coaching/health/wellness/nutrition space so we're selling an intangible--feeling and moving better.

165 Something pertinent to the way I operate. Not everything is about social media.

166
Relevant marketing information would include hiring tips in an ever revolving workforce crisis, designing and 
grant writing tips, advertising opportunities in Minnesota, etc.

167 practical given the industry involved

168 how to best advertise our area of practice 

169 ROI on social media

170 Opportunities to effectively increase ROI.

171
How are various advertising channels working? What benchmarks are being used?  What emerging trends are 
there in consumer shopping behavior? How are the 'old' channels holding up in terms of ROI and effectiveness.

172 Potential return on investment for different marketing strategies in comparable businesses.

173 If it saves in costs

174 Info that we can apply or consider to make profits.

175 BEST BANG FOR YOUR BUCK

176 roi information

177 affordable and results driven. 

178 getting the  best  return  on  adv  - where  to place  adv

179
through my current marketing team, I am able to track all marketing with direct ROI data and make changes 
monthly at no additional cost to add value in areas that are working best 

180 What works for my type of business. The bottom line is the only measurement I use to see what works

181 relevant marketing information would provide feedback on the return for the specific form of marketing

182 Which platforms are used by which market segments for which products.

184 We have different marketing niches:  1) customers within 30 miles of our location, 2) nationwide

Q. And how would you describe “relevant marketing information”? What does that mean to your business? Please 
provide an example if you can think of one. (Coded Open-Ends, n=183)


